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877-550-JETS (5387)

What is a Compliance Department?

Our Compliance Department is responsible for evaluating the safety and security of each
flight. In addition to Magellan Jets’ safety standards, we use ARG/US, Wyvern, and the Air
Charter Safety Foundation, the world leaders in aviation safety research, to substantiate our own
due diligence. Prior to each flight Magellan Jets will obtain a Wyvern PASS Report or ARG/US
TripCHEQ indicating that the trip is safe to fly. These 3rd party safety auditing firms report and
verify the following information:
1. The aircraft provider’s safety record and current FAA Part 135 certification
2. The aircraft registration and insurance information
3. The pilots experience in the type of aircraft being flown
4. The pilots certifications and type ratings for the aircraft being flown
5. Any pilot accidents, incidents, or enforcement actions
6. The pilots current medical certificates and recurrency training
Another vital role of our compliance department is maintaining our Magellan Jets Preferred
Network (MJPN) database. We keep detailed records of the aircraft available including models,
year of make and refurbishment, pictures, insurance details, and Wyvern and ARG/US status.
We require each provider in the MJPN to list Magellan Jets and our clients as additionally insured,
and verify the insurance status prior to each flight.
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What is a Flight Support Department?

Our full service Flight Support Department handles every aspect of our clients’ trips to
ensure that every detail is taken care of. Our goal is to make travel one less thing to worry about.
Once a trip is booked, you will receive a dedicated Flight Support Specialist who will work
to arrange all itinerary details, arrange catering options, and work with our ground transportation
providers to ensure seamless transfers. Magellan Jets’ Flight Support Specialists are available to
our clients 24/7, 365 days a year to handle any requests.
Additionally, our Concierge Services are available even when not traveling. We love to help
arrange hotel reservations, make dinner reservations, obtain tickets to a show, and take care of
any other special requests. We work to provide exceptional, personal service. With that goal in
mind, we keep detailed client profiles of everything from vital information like date of birth and
contact information to your favorite bottled water, sports teams, and hobbies.
When we can, we love getting the opportunity to turn a flight into an experience. Some of
our favorites have been:

A business trip to
New York City rewarded
with a superb view

A well deserved vacation after
a business acquisition

A trip to Paris
with that special someone
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What’s so special about checklist?
Checklists are extremely important in aviation—while your pilot is
using a checklist to pre-flight the aircraft and confirm it’s safe,
Magellan Jets is utilizing our checklist to make sure each detail is
taken care of. We use a 42-point checklist which is completed for
each and every flight. Outlined here are some of the main points
from our checklist:

Pre-Flight

• We contact you to confirm the trip itinerary, including the trip
routing, the arrival and departure times, and preferred Fixed Base Operators (FBO’s).
• We will review and confirm all trip details with the provider (confirm aircraft type, tail number,
crew names, trip routing, arrival and departure times, FBO’s, etc.). Additionally, we will review
and discuss any potential issues, including runway restrictions, aircraft limitations, crew duty
day limitations, slots, etc. that may impact your flight. This allows us to come up with solutions to any problems before they even arise.
• Once we have all of the necessary information from the provider, we will obtain a Wyvern PASS
report to confirm that the aircraft, crew, and provider are up to our standards. If the aircraft,
crew, or providers are not up to our standards for any reason, Magellan Jets will reschedule
another aircraft and crew for your mission.
• Final Contract will then be emailed to you and we will obtain the names of all passengers,
catering requests, ground transportation needs, and any other pertinent details or special
requests.
• Once the contract is complete we will email you a Final Itinerary and your Flight Support
Specialist will begin finalizing the details for your trip. We will place the catering orders and
make ground transportation arrangements, if requested. Magellan Jets takes pride in ensuring that all of your needs are met, which is why we will never make only one phone call to
a caterer or our ground transportation provider. Twenty four hours prior to each flight, we
follow up with these vendors to confirm the orders, as well as confirm the locations and times.
If there is a Flight Attendant for your trip, we will also confirm all details with him/her.
• Your Flight Support Specialist will check the weather for your departure and arrival airports in
order to proactively seek alternatives if necessary.
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• The day before the trip, your Flight Support
Specialist will contact you to touch base and
confirm any final details. At this point, you may
need to add an extra passenger or change the
catering menu. We are more than happy to work
with you on any last minute requests! We will
send you an updated Final Itinerary to reflect
any changes that may have been made since
the initial booking. The Itinerary will include a
weather briefing for your departure and
arrival cities.
Our FAA certified pilots continually
monitor weather worldwide.

Day of flight

• Your Flight Support Specialist will check the weather at your departure and arrival airports.
• On the day of your flight, your Flight Support Specialist will coordinate all details and keep you
informed.
• Magellan Jets will contact the provider two hours prior to the scheduled departure time to
confirm the aircraft will be in position one hour prior to departure time.
• Two hours prior to departure, your Flight Support Specialist will reconfirm your catering
requests.
• One hour prior to the scheduled departure time, your Flight Support Specialist will contact
the Provider to confirm the aircraft and crew are in position.
• Your Flight Support Specialist will track and coordinate all ground transportation transfers on
the day of the flight.
• Your Flight Support Specialist will be in contact with your prior to departure to let you know
that the aircraft is in position.
• During the flight, Magellan Jets will be tracking the flight and will keep you informed of any
delays or diversions which may be caused by poor weather or Air Traffic Control. If any
adjustments need to be made with regard to ground transportation in the arrival city, Magellan
Jets will coordinate these changes with the provider and inform you of adjusted times.
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The Magellan Difference
We strive to be a different sort of company: one that values relationship over volume.
We understand that each of our clients have different needs, preferences, and mission
profiles. We approach every trip from a consultative basis, helping to choose the right
aircraft for the mission, identifying challenges and restrictions, and helping our clients
through the entire process, from initial request to touchdown.
We invite you to try out our services and see for yourself the difference.
Contact us for a no-obligation charter quote or take a demo flight on one of our
card programs.
Please don’t hesitate to call us anytime at 877-550-JETS (5387) or visit us online at
www.MagellanJets.com
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Magellan Jets Corporate Center
Suite 802 North Tower
1250 Hancock Street
Quincy, MA 02169

Phone: 877-550-JETS
Fax:
617-507-6589
info@magellanjets.com
www.magellanjets.com

Aside from utilizing information provided by our 3rd party safety auditing partners, Magellan Jets Flight Support and
Compliance Team also provides another layer of due diligence when carefully selecting and approving aircraft and flight
crews to meet our requirements. Made up of professional pilots, Compliance is responsible for carefully
evaluating everything from DO85's, Insurance, aircraft quality, incidents, customer feedback and operational
knowledge of our providers. They are also pleased to work with your corporate flight department for any additional
information or company requirements.
Magellan Jets does not own or operate aircraft, instead, we recommend the best positioned aircraft on each and every trip that our clients take.We take great pride in providing the best value
to our clients using technology to locate the right aircraft from Magellan Jets Preferred Network (MJPN). All approved vendors in our network are FAA Part 135 air taxi operators, and are also
required to adhere to safety requirements set forth by Wyvern and/or ARG/US, the leading 3rd party safety auditing firms in the country. Providing the safest and most experienced aircraft and
flight crews in the private aviation industry, while providing competitive rates, is what sets Magellan Jets apart from the competition.

